Technology Transfer

Building a Bridge across the Transition
Chasm
Anita D’Amico, Brianne O’Brien, and Mark Larkin | Secure Decisions, Division of Applied Visions, Inc.
An R&D team shares the techniques they used to transition government-sponsored cybersecurity research
to operational environments, including ways to overcome challenges of team composition, government
regulations, deployment surprises, and funding cycles.
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ransitioning US government-sponsored research
into operational environments is difficult and can
be frustrating. Despite more than a decade of government investment in cybersecurity research and technology development, there have been relatively few
successful transitions across the metaphorical chasm
between government-funded research and operational
use.1 Beyond a few large players, many R&D organizations performing work for the US Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), the Department of Defense
(DoD), and intelligence community research agencies
lack the right staff, infrastructure, tenacity, or resources
to successfully conduct technology transition. A similar
observation can be made about many of the research’s
government sponsors. Often, successful transition is
due to a dedicated program manager and taking advantage of “opportunistic channels of demonstration, partnering, and occasional good fortune.”2
In this article, we describe the experience behind
these observations and recommend activities through
which research organizations can improve the likelihood of technology transition. Our recommendations
are based on lessons learned through three technology
transitions, each with increasing success and each spanning many years of work with our government sponsors.
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Prior work published on this topic has been largely
from the perspective of either government sponsors of
research or representatives of acquisition organizations
(who are appropriately concerned about return on the
considerable investment made in research) or from
independent evaluators of prototype technologies.3
This article offers the perspective of researchers and
developers who have parlayed lessons learned from prior
successes and failures encountered as we’ve moved up
the technology readiness level (TRL) ladder.4 Each rung
of the TRL ladder reflects a step in the technology’s maturation starting at TRL 1, in which basic principles have
been observed and reported, and ending at TRL 9, in
which a technology has been proven in real operations.
Program managers and researchers assess technical
progress against the TRL ladder; higher rungs represent
more mature technology that is eligible for transition.
We limit this discussion to the transition of cyber
security R&D sponsored by US government agencies. It might be tempting to view this as similar to
commercial product development, but it’s different in
many ways. Commercial technology development is
performed by R&D staff aware of and focused exclusively on the company’s market, guided by professional
product managers with direct access to potential users,
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Focus: exploration, mock-ups, demonstration, evaluation for viability, research report
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Prototype

System/subsystem prototype
demonstration in a relevant environment

Focus: requirements, sustainable
technologies, development, testing, accreditation
System in real operations
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9

Focus: testing, delivery, training,
performance, support

Figure 1. Focus and concentration of resources on the transition path, and technology readiness levels (TRLs). The figure shows the relative
concentration of resources dedicated to various activities (research, requirements, development, and so forth) along the transition path.
Milestone diamonds show where these three systems fit relative to TRLs.

with budgets and infrastructure for marketing, product
launches, and collecting consumer feedback. By contrast, government-sponsored research is constrained by
user access, limited budgets, and restrictions on information dissemination.

What Is Technology Transition?

We define technology transition as the deployment of
results of cybersecurity R&D in a form and to a location
in which it can be used by people or systems working
in government and industry operational environments.
This definition both simplifies and broadens that of James
Dobbins, who writes, “Technology transition is the process by which technology deemed to be of significant use
to the operational military community is transitioned
from the science and technology environment to a military operational field unit for evaluation and then incorporated into an existing acquisition program or identified
as the subject matter for a new acquisition program.”5
Other definitions of technology transition, such as
transitioning a technology from one government R&D
organization to another6 or activities such as transferring patents, publishing results, or licensing technology,7 are not our focus here.
As cybersecurity researchers motivated to develop
www.computer.org/security

new technologies to achieve greater security, we are
mindful that if the results of our work aren’t used,
they’ll have little impact. Real transition occurs when a
person or system uses the direct results of the research
to add value to security activities. So, although we use
the term “technology transition,” we don’t constrain
“technology” to innovative hardware or software; it
could be new, scientifically grounded methods, such
as techniques that advance security skill acquisition or
improve security analyst collaboration.

Problems Underlying Poor Tech
Transition Rates

Before we launch into specific recommendations for
what researchers can do to improve technology transition, let’s look at two problem areas that are the impetus
for the recommendations that follow.

Distinct Transition Processes and Resources
Research sponsors and performers often treat transition as the end stage of a smooth continuum from
research to prototype to operational system. It is not.
Transition is a discontinuous process requiring different skills, funding, infrastructure, and measures of success at each stage.
25
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Figure 1 shows three types of systems produced
along the transition path: proof of concept, prototype, and production. Regardless of how you
approach development—
waterfall, agile, or some
other way—you’ll create one or more instances of
these types of system; each has different objectives
and foci. A proof of concept (through TRL 3) illustrates a solution’s viability. A prototype (through TRL
6) is a requirements-driven working system subject to
functional testing, demonstration, and initial stages
of accreditation. A production system (through TRL
9) is a mature technology that can be operationally
deployed. It must be well-tested, accreditation worthy, and accompanied by end-user services and infrastructure for training and support.
Figure 1 also shows the relative concentration of
resources dedicated to various activities (research,
requirements, development, and so forth) along the
transition path. Milestone diamonds show where these
three systems fit on the TRL ladder.
Different people, processes, and technologies are
necessary in the different phases that yield these systems. Yet, we see solicitations that require research,
development, and early-stage transition packaged up
into one effort. For example, the DoD Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) program (www.acq.osd.
mil/osbp/sbir/solicitations/sbir20123/index.shtml)
incorporates the proposer’s commercialization strategy,
private investors’ funding commitments, and transition partners’ follow-on funding commitments into the
evaluation of even its earliest Phase I proposals. Some
SBIR Phase II topics require a demonstration of the
capability “in an existing CNDSP [Computer Network
Defense Service Provider] operational networking
environment.”8 DHS requires that their “Type I—New
Technologies” R&D programs include “technology
demonstrations in an operational environment.”8
Bringing a technology into an operational environment (TRL 7) requires many of the elements of full
technology transition, such as robustness, certifications,
and operational champions. The implicit assumption
is that the principal investigator, who has the technical expertise to achieve TRL 3, can aptly handle the
engineering rigors of TRLs 4 through 9 and the relationship-building and certification hurdles required of
TRLs 7 through 9. Many researchers (including us) and
their sponsors have failed to recognize the importance
of other skill sets in positioning a new technology for
eventual deployment and, even if they recognized this,
might not have had the financial resources to support
the additional skill sets. The commercial security product world, by contrast, uses a product manager as the
bridge between research and product launch. DHS, borrowing from the commercial model, now funds a new
26
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category of cyber research: a “Type III—Mature Technologies” project that funds the transition process as a
discrete phase of a research program, led by individuals
with the requisite skills.8

Policy Barriers
Government acquisition, certification, and public dissemination policies form barriers to the adoption of
technologies.
Discontinuities in funding within R&D programs—
and between R&D and operational budgets—make
building momentum toward transition difficult. Gamechanging technologies by their very nature don’t have
an existing base of effort and can suffer more from discontinuous funding than evolutionary research.
It can take years to obtain an Authority to Operate
(ATO) to deploy any new technology on a government
network. In that time, user champions and planned
evaluators of the new technology might transfer, retire,
or die (yes, it has taken that long). Export control paperwork spans many months and consumes research team
resources outside the scope of the R&D project. International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) restrictions often placed on government-funded research
make it difficult to disseminate the technology and
commercialize it using the Internet.
Accreditation and certification requirements are
often unclear, and even when clarified can take a year to
fulfill. The National Information Assurance Partnership
(NIAP) Common Criteria Evaluation and Validation
Scheme (CCEVS) adds transition hurdles specific to
cybersecurity by imposing specialized testing mandates
that require considerable financial commitment. This
results in delays in deployments, and can even derail
transition activities. NIAP acknowledges that CCEVS
isn’t working, in part because “evaluations are costly,
not repeatable among the schemes, and take too long to
meet market needs.”9 By the time a Common Criteria
evaluation is complete, often at a cost of US$200,000 or
more, new versions of the technology have been developed, making the certified technology outdated.
These examples aren’t just speed bumps that slow
down transition; they often demotivate and sap the
will of the team to see the technology through its
transition phase.

Recommendations:
Building the Bridge to Transition

Our recommendations to other cybersecurity researchers are based on three case studies in which each system
moved from TRL 1 to 9. However, the “staying power”
of each transition varied from months to years.
SecureScope was our first security event visualization system, developed with SBIR funding from the US
March/April 2013

Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and DARPA.10 although several apply across all phases. Our recomThe path from TRL 1 to 9 spanned seven years of inter- mendations for the later phases, such as those related to
rupted sponsorship, filled in by company investment. It testing, demonstrations, and deployment preparations,
was incorporated into an Advanced Concept Technol- are well known in mature engineering organizations but
ogy Demonstration and a Joint Warrior Interoperability are often dismissed by researchers trying to squeeze
Demonstration and licensed for use by other agencies. out as much technology as possible with their limited
Its transition was cut prematurely when operational sites research dollars. Our message to fellow researchers is: if
suddenly required the (thenyou want to see your research
new) NIAP CCEVS
used in the real world,
certification: it was
you need to save some
A principal investigator who can
pushed off the bridge
of your budget for
successfully conduct research and grow
and into the transition
those “nontechnical”
a proof of concept to TRL 3 might not
chasm by a certificatasks. Those seemingly
be equipped to lead the next phase.
tion requirement that
superfluous activities
didn’t even exist when
are critical to technolwe started. We used
ogy transition.
the lessons learned and technical designs from SecureScope to advance the transition of future systems.
People Are the Agents of Transition
VIAssist is a visual analysis platform for evaluation of The diverse capabilities of the people in your research
network flow and security data.11 VIAssist climbed the program are as important to transition as the features
TRL ladder over six years of start-and-stop funding, dur- and functions of the technology.
ing which we developed proof-of-concept, prototype,
and production versions. The VIAssist foundational Change your research team’s skill set. Change project
research, proof of concept, prototype development, and leadership as the research effort moves through the
highly rated evaluation in a Coalition Warrior Interoper- three phases from laboratory to deployment. A princiability Demonstration were funded through the Intelli- pal investigator who can successfully conduct research
gence Advanced Research Projects Activity and AFRL. and grow a proof of concept to TRL 3 might not be
DHS Science and Technology and our own private equipped to lead the next phase. Prototype developfunding supported VIAssist’s maturation and custom- ment and production require engineers who are expeization for use in US‑CERT, where it’s now installed and rienced in documenting and tracking requirements as
awaiting an ATO. AFRL is expanding VIAssist for use well as making trade-offs among innovation, perforwithin Air Force operational environments.
mance, and operational form-fit. Our observations in
MeerCAT (Mobile Cyber Asset Tracks) is a set of this area are further supported by the Software Engiintegrated visualization tools to help cyber vulnerabil- neering Institute.13
ity analysts assess risks from wireless 802.11 threats and
help penetration teams find exploitable access points.12 Add a product manager role to the research team. Model
It’s our most successful transition, spanning four (inter- the project manager’s job after commercial product
mittent) years of proof of concept and prototyping, managers who work with R&D staff to identify and prifollowed by three years of licensing, operational deploy- oritize functionality and refine features, and who have
ment, and sustainment. Originally developed under a access to existing customers willing to test new techDARPA-funded SBIR, MeerCAT has entered the Phase nologies. This part-time team member will enhance the
III stage, with sustainment funding from the Defense likelihood of transition by building knowledge of the
Information Systems Agency and Naval Research Labo- market (government and commercial), raising awareratory (NRL). It’s been adopted and accredited for the ness of competitive technologies and pricing, and forgDoD Information Assurance Certification and Accred- ing relationships with stakeholders who will identify
itation Process (DIACAP) as part of NRL’s Flying beta testers and potential transition targets.5 We first
Squirrel wireless discovery suite. As part of that suite, assigned a product management role to one of our staff
MeerCAT has been downloaded more than 9,000 times during the MeerCAT development, and we attribute
by government users and is also available commercially part of its transition success to her work. We’ve continthrough subscription, individual perpetual licensing, ued this practice in our subsequent research.
and enterprise licensing.
The lessons we learned from these case studies are the Create a vision document. To ensure that the research
basis for our advice to fellow researchers. The categories team and sponsors share a common vision, write it
of advice are ordered by relevance to the project phases, down. This vision document will crystalize the project’s
www.computer.org/security
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motivation, clarify desired outcomes, and identify any
major constraints or assumptions. Keep it short so that
everyone on the team, including sponsors, can read it in
less than 10 minutes. And get consensus.
Establish enduring relationships with stakeholders.

Regularly engage with at least two stakeholders who
can serve as champions for your work from its earliest
stages.5 It’s important to note that we’re referring here
to individuals, not organizations: you’re building personal relationships that might even span organizational
boundaries. User champions will provide requirements,
introduce you to other users, provide feedback on demonstrations, and serve as beta testers. Other stakeholders can explain accreditation requirements or assist with
ATOs. Align yourself with at least two to mitigate the
effects of losing one (for instance, to military rotation).
Stay in touch even when your project is on hiatus or
engaged in a long development cycle.
Manage stakeholder expectations. The words you use to

describe your project’s outcome affect the expectations
of the research sponsors and potential test sites. If you’re
developing a system to assess a solution’s viability and
don’t think it can withstand rigorous testing, refer to it
as a “proof of concept.” We learned this lesson when we
referred to a very early version of VIAssist as a “prototype.” Potential transition partners, excited by what they
saw, believed that the VIAssist technology was ready
for operational testing, but in fact it wasn’t sufficiently
mature. When it really was a fully functioning prototype, two years later, we had lost some earlier potential
transition partners but gained new ones.
Expectation management goes in all directions. It’s
important to establish a vision and technology road
map for the project early on and to share it with R&D
staff, sponsors, and potential transition partners. Demonstrations of early work should be set in the context of
the larger vision and road map so that the audience can
see how a discrete output (software module, research
finding, simulation) fits into the larger picture.

Align Requirements with Transition Phase
and Value to Transition Target
Requirements—even broadly scoped ones in the earliest phases of R&D—provide goals around which to
build both the technology and a shared vision of its final
deployment state.
Establish distinct requirements for each phase. Each

phase should have requirements and completion criteria that, if met, are likely to trigger the next phase’s success. For a small proof-of-concept phase, a minimal set
of requirements is needed to define the functionality
28
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that demonstrates that the proposed approach is viable. During the prototype phase, requirements are
expanded to produce a more functionally complete
prototype application suitable for demonstration and
including nonfunctional requirements such as performance, scalability, and stability needed for evaluation in an operationally relevant, closed environment.
During production, requirements must reflect a fully
deployable, stable, secure, and maintainable application, plus the infrastructure to sustain the system during operations.
Know the transition target milieu. Identify your transition targets’ infrastructures and acquisition policies
before choosing the operating system, software, and
hardware on which you’ll build. Our choice of Java for
MeerCAT was driven in part by suitability of our user
champions’ environments. Our selection of two display
surfaces in VIAssist was influenced by observations of
multiscreen use in government security operations centers more than seven years ago, when multiple screens
weren’t ubiquitous. These lessons were built on our
early SecureScope experience when we were blindsided
by our transition target’s need to print black and white
screenshots of our 3D color displays.
Update requirements with stakeholder input. Require-

ments should be developed in collaboration with the
stakeholders—particularly potential evaluators—
during each phase. Stakeholder feedback on the proof
of concept and early demonstrations, as well as the
research team’s growing awareness of the target milieu
(operating systems, security, user expertise, culture), will significantly contribute to the next phase’s
requirements. Because stakeholders change, realign
requirements with them at the beginning of each phase.
For VIAssist, we identified requirements up front during a DoD-wide Cognitive Task Analysis preceding the
initial proof of concept, and we realigned them after a
series of demonstrations to potential users at the Joint
Task Force for Global Network Operations. For MeerCAT, we refined requirements by frequent user evaluations during an agile development process.

Develop production technology with accreditation and
compliance in mind. Assume that an accrediting body

will ultimately review the new technology. If available,
review the appropriate National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) protection profiles for security requirements. Expose the developing code base to
software assurance tools to identify security risks inherent in the source code. Review the technology for compliance with US government accessibility standards,
such as section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
March/April 2013

Developing software in this fashion will accelerate the
accreditation process.

consensus among developers, testers, and sponsors on
how the target systems will be tested.

Provide immediately recognizable value. Many research

Use the test plan to collaborate with transition stake-

Don’t skimp on testing. Testing is as important as
development in the final prototype and production
phases. Although requirements define an application’s
expected functionality and behavior, testing provides
a means to validate the application against these
requirements. Of course, at some point, your technology might fail during an important demonstration,
but comprehensive testing will minimize such occurrences and recovery time.

Make and Sustain Memorable Interactions
with Potential Transition Partners

programs, by their very nature, focus on challenging, holders. The test plan is a collaborative tool to be devellong-term needs. Try to assuage a more immediate oped with stakeholder input and feedback. Use a test
pain point suffered by the transition target while work- plan to clarify and consolidate expectations of stakeing on those longer-term
holders and your developneeds. When develment staff. Involving
oping VIAssist, we
the stakeholders at this
It’s important to establish a vision and
found that network
stage of development
technology road map for the project early
defenders wanted a
clarifies and cements
on and to share it with R&D staff, sponsors,
streamlined method
their expectations of
and potential transition partners.
for producing watchthe application.
changeover briefings,
so we added an easyObtain test data that
to-use report builder to accompany VIAssist’s visual ana- represents the transition environment. Obtain or create
lytics and data querying technologies. This delivered the a test dataset—using either synthetic or real operational
immediate relief of a report builder along with the more data—that will exercise and stress the system in a manadvanced visualizations that required a deeper learning ner consistent with the transition targets. To test VIAscurve of our users—a fair exchange, in their minds.
sist, we created synthetic data with particular patterns
that would produce predictable graphing results. This
Never, Ever, Transition without
also allowed for the generation of data to exercise VIAssist’s aggregation functionality and to conduct perforAdequate Testing
Ever hear the expression “software testing is what users mance stress testing. To demonstrate VIAssist, we used
are for”? Don’t believe it. Continuous testing is a key a sanitized version of operational data we obtained from
contributor to the robustness needed for real operations. a transition partner.

Test early and often. Testing isn’t just an end-of-phase

exercise. It should start during early prototype development and provide regular feedback on the system’s
health. Should the addition of new or updated functionality adversely affect some aspect of the system, this
will be detected immediately instead of at the end of the
phase, when the cause of the issue would be more difficult to identify and when time is invariably tight.

Build a test plan. Create a test plan and tailor it to the

phase. The testing rigor and test artifacts become more
challenging as one moves along the transition path. Test
data, repeatable test cases, and documentation of test
results that validate the system functionality are essential elements of successful transition and accreditation.
Furthermore, the process of creating the test plan builds

www.computer.org/security

Transition is built on a foundation of good relationships. New relationships start with a good first impression of your technology’s value.
Always have something to show and tell to a potential
transition partner. The idea is to have a compelling

scenario-
driven demonstration of your technology
from which you can elicit feedback at all phases of the
project. Even when only some of the research is done—
or technologies developed—you can demonstrate snippets of progress against the storyboard of the project’s
vision and road map. Our SecureScope, VIAssist, and
MeerCAT transitions were all built on relationships
forged through live demonstrations of our progress provided within the context of a real-world security problem, even when the technology was in its early stages.
If your project doesn’t lend itself to a live demonstration, then create a prop, such as an information sheet or
video that captures what your research is about and how
it could provide value to the transition partner.

Make the demonstration memorable. Demonstra-

tions 
typically focus either on features or on utility. Engineers and developers favor the feature-based
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approach, describing one feature at a time. This is ade- possible; you may get lucky. When possible, seek comquate for d emonstrating a proof of concept but insuf- mercial beta testers who your transition targets recogficient for prototype and production phases. Potential nize as knowledgeable in the domain. Industry testers
users are more interested in the utility of the over- with service offerings related to your technology are
all tool rather than individual features. We’ve learned more apt to publicly share their views if their assessment
to craft demonstrations around real-world scenarios of leading-edge technology reflects their interest in innothat are recognizable to potential users. This requires a vation and links back to their own public persona.
demonstration-appropriate
dataset that’s suffiName your program
based on your transition
ciently large and rich
‘Drive-by
fielding’
occurs
when
the
target. Give stakeholdto have credibility with
users. For example, to
ers a way of rememresearch team drops the technology at
demonstrate MeerCAT,
bering your research
the operational site and declares victory.
we collected wireless
and associating it with
data by “wardriving”
what it does and how
around a local shopping mall.
it meets their needs. Naming
This illustrated the technology’s value against a back- can help serve that purpose. We’ve failed miserably and
ground of commercial enterprises handling credit cards succeeded wildly in this area. We failed by naming our
and medical facilities handling private patient data.
cyber mission assurance technology “Camus”: it was
Don’t lose a transition opportunity because you’ve an acronym for mapping cyberassets to missions and
bored the demonstration’s audience into an altered state users, and it invoked Albert Camus. Wrong! Few of our
of consciousness. Ensure that the presenter is trained to stakeholders “got it,” and our self-indulgence did nothspeak in public and field questions. Even a demonstra- ing to advance its transition. Among our successes, we
tion that takes a deep dive into the technology can be renamed our wireless security research “MeerCAT” for
delivered with clarity and enthusiasm.
its association with the emerging Flying Squirrel wireless security suite, and for its suggestion of “whacking”
Go where the users are. Put your technology where your unauthorized access points as they “pop up.” Everyusers can encounter it. Provide information sessions body gets it and remembers it.
and demonstrations at conferences where users gather.
If possible, propose the technology for inclusion in a Be Prepared for Deployment
military or homeland security exercise. While there, and Unforeseen Obstacles
solicit feedback and additional requirements from Murphy’s law says that “Anything that can go wrong,
subject matter experts and identify beta testers and early will.” We have all experienced the seemingly solid demo
adoption sites. Provide printed and electronic materials or deployment that fails at the worst possible moment.
that describe the technology features and benefits, the There are things you can do to prepare for and mitigate
needs the technology meets, and the operational users the effects of those unforeseen circumstances.
who are most apt to benefit from the technology.
Have a deployment plan. Smooth installation requires
Remove barriers to global dissemination of information deployment planning by both developers and the
about the technology. The Department of State ITAR deployment site. Create a deployment plan and share
and the Department of Commerce’s Export Admin- it with the site well in advance of actual deployment.
istration Regulations laws prohibit unlicensed export A typical deployment plan includes specifications for
of much information related to military and commer- target systems (OS, platform, CPU, RAM, graphics,
cial technologies. Assess the need for a license, which Security Technical Implementation Guide [STIG]
is dependent on the technology’s characteristics, des- configurations), external interfaces and data sources,
tination, end user, and end use.14 Determine if the application installer, installation instructions, and level
technology falls under export control and address it of access needed to install an application or system. Be
approximately one year before planned release of tech- sure to include logistical support information, such as
nical information outside the government.
requirements for getting into the building; even though
your technology is unclassified, you might need security
Get testimonials from beta testers. Happy beta testers, clearances or escorts for uncleared personnel at some
particularly in government, might be reluctant to pro- government installations.
vide testimonials to the success of a prototype because
The plan should also stipulate access requirements
of approval hurdles. Apply for that approval as early as for people with administrative rights to the platform on
30
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which your application will be installed as well as people with administrative rights to the external resource to
which you’ll be connecting (such as a database). More
details of our experience with this while deploying
VIAssist to US-CERT can be found elsewhere.15
Budget more time than you think it will take. It has
always taken us more time than we—or our transition partners—initially estimated for installation and
deployment. While the concept of installing an application at an operational site seems straightforward,
many things can pop up and make this task more difficult than expected, such as improperly configured
hardware, inappropriate credentials, and lack of access
to site administrators.
Establish a risk management plan. A risk management
plan quantifies the criticality of each risk in terms of
time, budget, and staffing and offers corrective or alternative actions. Establish a risk management plan with
your transition partner to address factors that could
impact the deployment schedule. Examples of risks
are delays in hardware and software delivery, personnel
turnover, and delays in receiving security clearances.
Keep your eye on that ATO. Know your transition part-

ner’s requirements for attaining an ATO that will permit
the installation of the technology on a selected government network. Going through the ATO process takes
substantial resources and calendar time, so start it during the prototype phase. Because ATOs expire, remember to recertify.
ATOs are granted by Designated Approving Authorities whose requirements vary for certifying and accrediting application security. Government organizations
are mandated, by Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) regulations, to develop and
implement programs that provide security for their systems and information. Each has some latitude to direct
how FISMA compliance will be achieved: compliance
with certain specifications might be required, such as
the NIST Risk Management Framework, DoD DIACAP, or other organization-specific requirements.

Set Up an Infrastructure for Deployment
Support and Sustainment
“Drive-by fielding” occurs when the research team drops
the technology at the operational site and declares victory. Although this might allow you to check the deployment box on your funding agreement, it doesn’t fulfill the
spirit of technology transition and might leave a bad last
impression of an otherwise good program. To avoid this,
give your transition sites the following types of support.
Develop user manuals. Every evaluator and operational
www.computer.org/security

end user should be supplied with a user manual. Polished user manuals send a message to the evaluator that
this project has progressed well past the research stages
and that you’ve given consideration to operational
needs. We have found that two levels of information are
needed: a quick-start guide and detailed documentation for advanced users.
Provide end-user training. Training is needed any time
the application is exposed to new users who might
evaluate it, not just at final deployment. Users must be
trained on how to use the technology before any evaluation. Lack of training can result in a poor evaluation of
the technology and can become an impediment to the
project’s transition to an operational environment.
Develop training manuals and briefings as soon as
the first prototype is ready. This also prepares your staff
for how to present the application to new users. VIAssist
training materials went through several iterations and
were augmented with hands-on exercises that engaged
users to learn both the fundamentals and advanced use
of the system.
Set up a tech support infrastructure. Establish a technical
support infrastructure to include a website with FAQs,
knowledge base and documentation, and phone and
email support. Hot fixes and patches should be downloadable from the Web or FTP sites. For MeerCAT, we
structured different levels of support. For commercial
users, we provide everything from basic help desk support to in-depth technical assistance. For the thousands
of DoD Flying Squirrel users who use MeerCAT-FS, we
provide behind-the-scenes technical assistance to the
Flying Squirrel help desk as well as training courses to
help them field user questions.
Incorporate deployment feedback into technology refinements. Set up a mechanism for continuously engaging

end users for feedback—in the form of an online trouble
ticket system, user forums, blogs, and webinars—with a
goal of identifying new features and future developmental initiatives. Establish a plan for releasing new versions
of the technology that incorporate enhancements and
features that reflect the deployment site’s operational
needs. This will help earn a place in the transition partner’s sustainment budget.

Fill the Funding Gaps
The “valley of death” aptly describes the funding gap
between a TRL 6 technology demonstration and the
higher rungs of the TRL ladder that lead to operational
deployment. To build a bridge across the valley requires
belief in the technology’s value proposition and a willingness to financially support that belief.
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Be prepared to fill in the funding gaps. We haven’t

encountered a research program that was sufficiently
funded to perform research, develop technology, and
transition. Yet keeping the technical expertise of the
research team focused on the effort and keeping the
results in front of potential transition targets are important for technology transition. You must be prepared to
self-fund or seek private investment to fill in the financial gaps between research grants and fiscal years.

by a series of government stakeholders (and their contract support staff) who take the time to make a call or
clarify a requirement.
Continued funding is critical, but it doesn’t have to
come from a single source. A transition path can be traversed through a patchwork of funding sources.
Technology transition isn’t fun, but it is rewarding.
The reward is seeing your new technology in use,
making an impact on our cybersecurity posture.

Keep the contract open for additional investments. With
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